GSD Cargo Hold™ Panniers

Specifications
- Extra large 68 L (4150 ci) carrying capacity
- 30 kg (66 lb) max load per pair

Left and Right Side Pannier Bags
The Cargo Hold Panniers should be mounted on the GSD so that the reflective GSD logo faces the rear of the bike.

How to Secure Heavier Loads
Load Panniers and Insert Hook into Loop

Attach and fasten the Panniers
Tighten Inner Strap

Check Clearance from the Ground to the Bottom of the Bag
Tilt the GSD from side to side and determine how far the GSD can be leaned over before the bottom of the pannier touches the ground. Be cautious of and do not exceed this angle when making turns. Tightening the Inner Strap can increase ground clearance.
How to Use the Pannier with the Cover Open

Roll the Cover and tuck behind the pannier.

⚠️ Do not leave any straps loose or dangling. Secure all straps before riding.

Using with Child Seats

The Thule Yepp Maxi Child Seat is approved for use with the GSD.

⚠️ Please follow additional mounting recommendations in the GSD Supplemental Manual and instructions that come with your Child Seat.

Using in Vertical Position

In the vertical position, the Panniers will come into contact with the ground. Scratching and damage can occur to the panniers if the GSD is rolled in this position. Take care to keep the GSD stationary while in the vertical position.